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“Reading a book adds millimeter to one’s mental stature.” –as a saying goes.

A book is one of the most important part of every learning bay. Books are teachers’ best friends. Educators make use of books as reference for their lessons, no matter how digital our world is, now. They still rely on books as guide to their everyday battle of shaping the minds of the youth. They still want something handy, something they can skim and scan with the use of colorful highlighters. Books will always be every teachers’ best friend, caring not on how technological leap-forward kicks in.

Books are also school learners’ favorite companion. They can never leave the house without a bag full of thick books. These books are their chum and mate during homework making, review for examinations, group activity sessions and even surprise and graded recitations. The books are their knight in shining armor whenever they have full-packed take home exams and assignments. Most if not all of the answers they need to find are all written in books, they just need good comprehension as they browse page by page. Internet and computer are considered great help too, but they are only little help compared to books.

Reference books for public schools are made out of love and passion. Information written on every page are thoroughly researched and studied, it has no room for mistake even for grammatical error. Public elementary books before their formal release are revised and intelligently brushed up many times by the higher ups of the department.
They make sure that every book released, will not cause any confusion and misapprehension both for teachers and learners.

However, in public elementary schools, they still have tons of old, outdated books given to students as reference at home. Yes, there are new and updated books issued yet some of them are insufficient to learners’ population or worse, not yet delivered at the learning bay yet. Nonetheless, the education department assured that the books will be delivered as soon as possible even to hard-reach areas.

Books are of outmost importance to the teaching-learning scheme of every academe. Its part in building the learners-the hope of our society is something beyond measure. Just like teachers, books teach them lots of things academic or not, they need to know as part of the growing civilization. How they helped teachers in delivery of their everyday lesson is also something beyond compare.